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LOJJO WEATHER
Fair and warmer weather
for today. Increasing cloudiness tonight. High today 54.

Vallez Dropped From Football Squad
Coach Bill Weeks suapended said that I would get a cop to reace offensive end Emili11 Vallez move them, at which point they
from the football squad this week, moved closer to the top of the
?u~ records. o~ University police
stage and startiug making more
md1cate au mc1dent at the Home- noise," he said. When the studeut
coming Dan~? ?n. S~turday n!gh~ turned to go and get an officer,
caused th11 qt~CWrl,na,r:r, 1a,cb.on 1 ! ;})a ,sajd,. Vallez and his companto be taken.
' ion came off the stage and grabWeeks,, in an1.1ouncing the sus- bed him.
"Not Making Noise"
pension of the Lobos' lqadin~ pass
receiver, would say onJV' tHat ValVallell told the LOBO that they
ley had broken training\ 'regula- 'were not making noise, but trytions.
"·
ing to get a closer look at the
performer when they were on
Reportedly Caused Distul."bance
The University police report the stage. Vallez did confirm the
said Vallez was causing a dh;tur- fact that he and his companion
bance at the dance. Witnesses went after the student when he
said that Vallez and another stu- went to get the officer. Vallez
dent came into the dance and was then escorted from the dance
approached the stage where Sue by University police.
Raney was singing.
About a half hour later, Vallez
When asked to comment on I'eturned. The student said, "He
whether he had been drinking or came up to me and asked if I was
had beer in his possession at the the one who had had him removed.
dance, Vallez said he preferred I told him I was and he punched
·me in the stomach. I kicked him
not to answer the question,
Argument Over Noise
back and a general fight proWitnesses said an argument be- ceeded.''
"Not Looking For Him"
gan when a student protested
that the football player and his
Vallez said that when he refriend were making noise.
turned to the dance he was not
The student said Vallez and the looking for the student who had
other student asked him what he him ejected and that he didn't
would do if they weren't quiet. "I even recognize him when he saw

him. Vallez said he .could not remember wpo had thrown the first
blow.
T.he police then showed up
again and Vallez left. "I don't

know if they ever caught him, but
when I talked to them (the UNM
police) they told me that action
was being taken," the student
said.

I

The University police report
was substantiated by Officer Morri1l and Sergeant Holtz. Officer
Morris l,'emoved Vallez from the
dance.
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Cadet of the Month
William A. Rotheber has been
selected by the Air Force ROTC
unit afJ Cadet of the Month for
!Jctober. ~e is a jupior ptajoring
rn electrical engmeermg. He
serves with the AFROTC Color
Guard and is a member of Alpha
Phi Omega; national service
fraternity.
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WALLSU
PER TlRE
EXTRA

STANDARD

SHOCK

ABSORBERS MUFFLERS
STANDARD SHOCKS
Original equipment type.
Special price!

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RA'l'ES:
• llnteL~cl., 65e-.t times, 12.00. Incertlono
mao ..., ouhmltted b)l' noon on da:r' before
puhllcatlon to Room 169, Student PublleatloM BulldlnK. Phone 217·4002 or 277-U02.
TRANSPORTATION
RIDE wanted to Dallaa or. vicinity (en
route to .Atlanta) before Nov. 22. Need
round tr1p or one way. Will •hare expenses and driving~ Call 265·5459 before
8 a.m.
11/4, 7, 9, 10.
:PERSONALS
WOU~IJ persotiS who hit brown Maotang
In r\ght rear fender 11t JC)hn!IOn Gym
parkmg lot Thunklay night, 8 :00·10 :00
p.m. Pl"""e call 29S·0107, aak for L!lr1'l',
11/7, 9, 10,

u.

SERVICE:S
TYPEWRlTER.
a: repair. SpeeW
rates to UNM student& on all machln...
Free pickup A delivery. E A E TJ'P""
writer Servic~. 221? Coal SE, phone 2430688.
FOR SALE
WHl'l'E dinner Jacket by "After-sii"
excellent condition, hardly worn, v~
~onable, .;.., 44. ClArkson, 865·7128,
. LOUD LIIIIM.
11/3, ... 7, 9.
STUDENT must sell 1964 Ford Cuatom.
First $700 cash t.lk"" it. Call ~BUG.
11/3, ... '1, 1),
'l'UXEDO, oize 88, , all aee-rles. Altlo
Full dreoa (wbita tie & tallo), Like new.
lhke oft'er. 1619 Glorieta Nl!l, 298·2706.
11/9, 10, 11.
1962 l'ORSCHE 1600 Super, roadster, elt•
cellent condition, call Jack Neltlon, 27'1·
4186 artern.oons1 or InQuire at 216 Pdnceton BE No. 2 lin back) after 6 !00 p.lll.
11/9, 10, 11.
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ONE LOW PRICE

EDITOR JEFF DENNARD

Pete Herrera, a senior journalism major, was the winner in last
week's LOBO football contest.
Herrera picked every one of the
games on the ballot correctly and
came within two points of guessing the correct total points in the
UNM-Colorado State game.
Herrera will receive four tickets to Don Pancho's Art Theater which are good any time during the football season.
The contest had over fifty entries this week. There Will be two
more contests in the LOBO this
season.

ALL-NEW DESIGN

SIZES ..•

SPORTS PAGE
Football Contest
Won by Herrera

RETREADS

MORE RUBBER
BONDED WITH
ELECTRIC PRECISION
ALL PASSENGER CAR

---Emilio Vallez, suspended tight end for the Lobos

Picks Every Game

PBE~UM

f3.95

SUPER HEAVY DUTY
SHOCKS

l:iolve your muffler
problems today! With
thisunb e lie vable
value.
Most Fords,
Chevs.
compacts.
Comparable
savings on
other makes

sos.o

3o,ooo

mile guarantee!
A :fantastic price!

ln•talla!IOII adllable , • , $1 per IIIIIH!k,

BEAR

GLOBAL
BA'ft'EBIES

ALIGNMENT
SPECIAL

WE align wheels
Set camber
Set {!aster
Set toe-iti.
Inspect lront end.
Satety brake inspection.
MOST CA.R..Cl
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6 VOLT

Venus model. . $!!!'88
18 mos. guarantee. Y
exchange
12 VOLT
Ve~tiS model.
$888
18 mos. guarantee.
exchange

HOURS:

IsLOBE
LOMAS AT LOUISIANA NE
DIV. OF Wu\LOIU'lEN 1:!0.

DIPT:
9 ~lo f&

9 PM Daily
9 AM to

6 PM Sat.
10 AM to
6PM Sun.

Or use ~ur own
easy .budget terlllff

EW

EXICO

Any student wishing us
to lend them an ear can
simply cut this out.

OUR SIXTY -NINTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL

Experts Declare
Senators Unfit
To Ploy LOBOs _,

Pion to Purchase
Voting Machines
Killed by Senate
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By BOB STOREY
A bill authorizing the spending
of $1 1846 for 10 IBM Votomatic
voting machines was defeated by
Student Senate after two hours
of debate last night.
The machines used in the Homecoming election were to be purchased to count votes in student
elections, pollt>, and surveys.
Senator John Thorson said that
although he was not emotionally
involved with the bill he did think
the idea of buying the IBM voting machines should be investigated,
Thorson said that Student government is spending almost $300
dollars a year for the transporting and setting up of ten voting
machines, even though they are
obtained free from the county.
Used in National Election
Jack Chowning, a representative of the IBM Corporation, told
the group that the machines were
used by over 3,000,000 people in
six states in Tuesday's election.
They are used in student elections
at L.S.U., Ambassador College,
and U.C.L.A., he told them.
Main points in their favor were
that they have a low cost relative to other types of machines,
there is no maintainance cost,
and they arc iJortable.
Senators complained that there
were 103 invalid ballots in the
Homecoming election, that there
was no secrecy in the balloting,
since attendants were needed to
help voters, and that the cost
was too high.
IBMs Make Money
Chowning said that the original cost of the machines was about
$185 per machine, but that this
cost was not for the materials but
for the idea and the patented
product. Talking about IBM, he
said, "As you know we are in
business to make a profit, and in
this machine we've done pretty
well here."
Jack Feis, UNM Data Processing Center director, said that if
the machines were .purchased
they could be programmed to
handle any possible election or
opinion poll.
Senators charged that the machines were too complicated to
work and that although they are
a fine idea they cost too much.
"Maybe I am just dumb," said
Marci Bowman?' but the machines just seem like a cute toy.''

Otl\'r Sen•te Action
In other aetion, se~~te ap.
p"roved;Larry Wells as legislative
al!Sit~tall~ $560 was approved for
the THUNDERBIRD, t1NM literary magaiine, as part of a
(Continued on page 6)

By JEFF DENNARD

The LOBO staff will have
. its easiest day of the year
,·:·this Friday afternoon as they
, take on the student Senate's
excuse for a football team in
the annual grudge match between the press and government.
If pregame practice means

was in full swing last
at Zimmerman Library. Suzanne Jones
sophomore, and Art Verardo, junior, pore over reference books in preparation for upcoming tests:
(I,OBO Phto by Pawley.)

Faculty Draft Resolutions
May Bring Action by SDS
By CHUCK LANIER
The four draft resolutions to
be presented to the faculty on
Nov. 15 will be the main topics of
discussion at a special meeting of
Students for a Democratic Society
at noon Friday in room 231E of
the Union, an SDS member told
the LOBO last night.
SDS member Tom Singleton
told the LOBO he would introduce
a rll'3olution calling for a referendum to find out which of the faculty resolutions is desired by the
student body.
"Students directly affected by
the draft should have a say in
which resolution is passed by the
faculty," Singleton said. He termed the newly formed Student Senate Selective Service Committee
"a step in the right direction."
SDS Uncommitted
Singleton "Pointed out that no
position has yet been taken by
SDS on the facult)" resolutionll.
He said SDS would decide at the
meeting on a policy of whether
or not students should have a
voice in deciding their future concerning selective service.
The four resolutions to be pre·
!lented. at the faculty meeting
range from urging a continuation
of the present system of deferments to a continuation of defer-

be deferred to either a lottery
system or the withdrawal of cooperation with the Selective Service boards,
Will Discuss Draft
"I do think the students should
decide which resolution is to be
adopted and not the faculty "
Singleton said. "Students of draft
age should have a referendum,"
he added.
UNM Students Against the
Urges Attendance
War in Viet Nam will hold a
Singleton urged anyone, SDS
meeting tonight in the Union at
member
or not, with proposals
8:30. The meeting is open to all
students "opposed, confused, or other than a referendum to attend
concerned about the war," said the meeting and voice his ideas.
Roy Swanson, president of the "I think that many students
group.
,
Swanson pointed out to the would be interested in this issue
LOBO that Defense Secretary and should attend," he said.
McNamara announced a cut in
"It is my hope that in crucial
troop commitments and war ex- issues such as the draft resolu);lenditures just prior to the elec- tions the decisions reached by the
tions, and encouraged all citizens
to "keep this in mind now that the students would be binding as apelection is over.'' He added that plied to the faculty," Singleton
The THUNDERBIRD will not
the proposed lottery system points said: He added that this applied be out today as planned. A delay
out the increasing need for stu- to crucial issues that had an· af- at the printing plant has delayed
dents to know why we are fightthe publication date by one week.
fect beyond the academic.
ing and dying in Viet Nam.
"Because the lottery system
would cut into present college defermentll, a forum for discussion
of U.S. purJIOses in Viet Nam is
needed more than ever at this
time,'; Swanson said. He said an
assumption that troop commitWIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
mente will increase is probably
ART THEATER
safe.

ments with the university deciding upon which students should

Anti-War Group
To Meef Tonight

Bulletin

LOBO
Football Contest

Explain.ed
By CHUCK REYNOLDS
Associated Students President
Dan Denni11on attempted Ialit
night to clear Up some of the con•
fusion about the handling of the
student budget by the UNM busi•
ness office.
Some students have expressed
confusion about why the business
office is allegedly charging five
per cent a semester to handle a
portion of the budget while it
Muld be earnifig interest in a
savings account... Dennison said
the business office is making
these service charges, but the
"complexity of the monetary situation is such that nothing would
be accomplished by trying to
place the whole student budget in
a savings account.;1 There is . a
substantial amount which is in

anything, the Senators will have
a harder time than most people
would expect. In their few sessions on the practice field the
senators have yet to reach a
quorum.
Senate Roster Listed
The Senate' gave the LOBO a
copy o£ their roster? last night
and it reads something like this:
Steve (tightwad) Baachus, end;
John (flash) Thorson, guard;
Coleman (buldoller) Travelstead,
center; Sam (fang) Carnes,
guard; Chuck (Charlie Brown)
Miller, end; Tom (rubber arm)
Toppino, back; Sam (snoopy)
Bratton, back; Wally (Bruiser)
Melendres, back; Bob (bumble
fingers) McGeorge, back; Steve
(the mad turk) Van Dresser,
guard; Dan (mother) Dennison,
guard; Jim (hoppalong) McAdams, end; Lenny (tank) Miele,
back; Art (lightning) Beach, end;
Rick (bullet) Bolton, end; Larry
(jarhead) Wells, end; Tim (bull)
Holcum, guard; Gene (moose)
Cash, end; Jim (swivel hips)
Leonard, guard; Baker (brick)
Morrow, back.
·
,
~
With that many players one
would think that the student
solons would at least be able to
give the staffers a bit of a fight,
but not much of one is expected.
The LOBO has only half the number of players as Senate, but the
staff looks for quality, not quantity.
The Good Guys
Playing for the only real team
in the contest will be the following: "J ung'le" Jim Jansson, end;
Jim is mean, just ask the staff
Big Bob Storey, a known bruiser
at guard; Chuck (wildman) No(Continued on page 5)

!lavings (approximately $1500) at
present, he added.
Student Funds "Fluid"
'fhe major reason for the retention of stUdent funds from saV·
ings is the fluidity of the funds,
Dennison said. "Money travels
back and forth through the comptroller under the supel'Villion of
the business office so fast that it
would not earn enough in savings
to justify the inconvenience
which would be caused," he explained.
The need for liquid cash is so
great that several banks have
turned down offers to handle the
funds. Dennison said the situation is fairly complicated, but
from his el(perience as ASUNM
treasurer last year he could see
no gubstantial room for improvement in the system.

Dennison also pointed out that
there should be little complaint
by students concerning the use
of their funds because the state
"gives the highest per capita sup·
port of students in higher education in the nation.'1 The average
pupil cost in this area is over
$1100, and in view of the $165
charged for tuition there should
be few complaints, Ocnnison said.

Model U.N.
Applications for delegates to
the Model United Nations of the
Far West are now available at
the department of government
office in Mesa Vista Hall. UNM
will represent the Congo, Brazzaville, at the annual conference
which meets this spring at Lewis
and Clarke College in Portland.

New Mexico

N. M. State

Utah
Wyoming
Texas Westem,~-Arizona.
Washington S t . - Arizona. St.
Oregon
Total points UNM vs. NM State

BYU

Conte.t rules
1. Contest Ia open to UNll studenta only,
2. Only ONE entQ' will 'be ll<!~ePted from ....,h eontat.lnt and Ev...,. g""e
muat be ptekod.
3. Conteot.lnl& must pick tollal polnta on UNJI IPine and in cue or a tie
the contest.lnt cominll' clooelt will be d~Jarecl the wirlner.
.f. Entrieo m111t be r«elved at the Lobo oftlee b:v G p.m. Friday.
6. tro member of Student Publleatlono Is ellirlble tor prl..,.,
6. Winner will receive tour ticktts for the football season to Don Pancho's
Theatar.
7. Entrl• wfU be judged by the Lobo aporia at.llf.
a In· caae of tiei the prizes wlli be divided &m'!nl£ the winners.

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE

,.........lliiiiiii.........
, .......
I . . . . . . . . . . . .a....~a............~..........-.a~~~•,~···~·..~~~··-••''~-------NEW MEXICO LOBO
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--Ambassador in Levi's
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Internships Open Concert I-I a II Attendance
1 ~,f.~~~~~~!~~~~ Numbers Above 20,000

• '

Peace Corpsman Finds His <'Ideal• Village
By MORITZ THOMSEN
(Ed. Note: Thits is the sev~nth
of a series of artides in which
Moritz Thomsen, a former hog
r<~iser, writes of his experiences
as a Peace Corps volunteer,)
One day in Peace Corps training at Bozeman, Montana, they
showed us some color slides of
typical Ecuadorian villages, and
one of them, an air-shot, simply
made my heart stop beating. For
, . some reason that I could never
hoiJe to explain, I realized in tl1at
moment that I was looking at my
village, or one just like it.
It was a picture of jungle, of
bamboo houses built on seven-foot
stilts, and it looked like it was
about twelve miles from the end
of the world. I even wrote letters
home describing the place for I
was absolutely convinced, though
no one had told me, that I would
finally be stationed on the coast
and in the rain forest and in a
village of bamboo houses, without
light or water.
No Romantic Bones
It was going to be on a lousy
road, and the whole place was
really going to be romantic.
Well, this is exactly where I
ended up, but it wasn't really
magic. It simply turned out finally that I got to pick my own
village. I only missed one thing;
my village wasn't romantic. There
wasn't one romantic bone in my
town's whole body.
When it came time to distribute
us around the country my name
turned up opposite that of a
little jungle clearing called Puerto
Limon, a new colonization project for which the government had

I wo11ld think, for instance, that

the farmer and the extension
agent were talking about the
asked the P~ace Corps to help
build an animal station whe1•e
good types of cattle and hogs
could be mised for distribution to
the farmers.
End of the Line
Tomas Guenero, my boss, drove
me up to Santo Domingo one day
to delive1· me to Puerto Limon,
but we soon discovered after
talking to Colonization that
Puerto Limon was a 25-mile hike
f1·om the end of a bad road and
that in actuality the animal station was sort of a half-planned
dream of the future. Tomas said
I couldn't go and that instead I
was to work with the Agricultural
Extension office in Santo Domingo and to keep my eyes open
for a village where I thought I
could do some work.
About every other day I went
into the field with the extension
agent to discuss sorJle farmer's
particular problem-there were
great white worms eating the
stalks of the bananas, the leaves
on the pineapples were turning
an unhealthy red, there were peculiar knotty growths on a bull
calf's neck. But my Spanish was
stil.l very bad, and about 80 per
cent of the discussions went blowing past my head.
An Invisible Party
On the porches of farm houses
we would drink hot milk or a
drink made out of oats and sugar,
or if the farmer was a rich one,
glasses of Scotch whicky, and I
quickly became a sort of invisible
party.

•

10 Governorships Wrested
- From Democrats by GOP

..

By United Press lnternational
WASHINGTON- The Republicans resurgence of 1966 has
increased the GOP voice in the
nation's 50 statehouses to its
strongest point of the decade. Republicans nailed down 10 previously Democratic governorships
and with one race yet undecided,
possibly could come out of the
elections in control of 26 states.
In Georgia, Democrat Lester
Maddox crept ahead in an undecided race with 434,206 to 433,814
votes for Republican Hoard Callaway at last report.
Earlier, in Alaska, Democratic
Governor William Egan conceded defeat to Republican Walter
Hickel, a millionaire Anchorage
hotel owner.
Infantrymen Are Victorians
SAIGON- American infantrymen have claimed a major victory over a Communist division
in heavy fighting near the Cambodian border. U.S. troops today
killed 293 charging gUerrillas in
a bitter jungle battle, then found
95 other Viet Cong bodies stacked
up in caves. Total enemy fatalities in six days of fighting are
reported to be at least 860,
January Draft Call Set at 27,600
WASHINGTON -The Defense
Department issued a January

nounced that a limited number of
summer internships are open for
college juniors, seniors, and grad·
llate students interested in careers
in foreign affairs. Selection for
the internships is contingent upon
meeting the varying requirements
for each individual program.
American citizenship is required
of each candidate,
The Foreign Affairs Scholars
Program was established to prepare qualified students o:f minority groups for careers in the State
Department, AID, and the USIA.
Applications are due by Dec. 1.
Candidates should write to Mr.
Eddie N. Williams, EEOP, Room
7312, Department of State, Wash·
ington, D.C., 20520.
The Legal Intern Program offers jobs as legal advisors in the
State Department to students who
have comJ?leted their second year
of Jaw school. Applications are
due on Dec. 1 and may be obtained from: Office of the Legal
Advisor, Department of State,
Washington, D.C. 20520.
The Language Intern Progr!lm
uses graduate students in languages interested in language
teaching. Applications must be
filed by Dec. 4. Interested students
may write to: Dean James R.
Frith, School of Language Studies, Foreign Service Institute, Department of State, Washington,
D.C. 20520.
Any student 18 years of age
or older may write for information regarding these and other
summer work J?rograms to the
Office of Employment, Department
of State, Washington, D.C. 20520.

He was laughing because I was
And l'umors of little lost vilfuturo of cabuya as a marketable
laughing. I WAS laughing because
lages
beg·un
tt•icklin~
in.
The
fiber and tl1en discovel' toward the
I sllddenly realized that he had
end of the conversation that they craziest ru1not' came from Eliza- the face of Charlie Chaplin with
bad been talking about the bull beth Mills, a volunteer who wns that same sweet, defeated and
fights in Quito or the latest dis- teaching in a school about 25 baffled look of a man outraged
miles out of Santo Domingo. She
astrous drop in banana prices.
by fol'tune, He had a little mousAt times like this, after listen- told me about a small village of tache that he began to twitch fo1·
ing for hours to a language which about 80 families some five miles me; I stood there and howled. He
Is badly understood, the bl·ain by trail from her town.
did a little soft shoe shuffle out
It sounded real promising, an
goes into a sort of paralysis; it
there in the mud; he was twirling
simply shuts up shop. I would sit one morning I went out on the bus a machete instead of a cane, but
and
finally
found
a
farmer
who
there, feeling completely useless,
effed was the same. After
my eyes glazed, my mouth hang- said he knew exactly where the the
the
performance,
we returned,
ing open, slowly drowning in a place was and that he would be
Banana
Trucks
glad to guide me there. We headed
flood of strange soft sounds.
A couple of weeks later Ron
out into the jungle and walked
Tired of Training
Dudley
and I began hitch-hiking
Of course, what was happening .fol' about six hours along a trail
up
the
road
to visit John Generthat
was
nothing
but
a
series
of
and what I didn't realize at the
oux
who
was
stationed in Quinmud
holes.
We
went
out
at
least
time was that I was getting
were
riding in banana
inde.
We
wonderful tmining, The volun- eight miles, and in that time we
trucks
or
anything
that came
teel"s biggest problem dndng the saw exactly five little farm
40
miles
Ollt of
along.
About
houses,
each
of
them
at
least
a
first months in a new connb•y is
Santo
Domingo
we
came
to a
the simple p1·oblem of communica· mile apart.
little
bend
in
the
road
and
a
little
tion. But after the months of
Spanish Cha)llin
for
about
30
town
showed
up
training we are too impatient for
Some time early in the afterseconds
as
we
barreled
along;
it
more training; we want to do noon, an hour after I had given
looked
awfully
familiar.
something.
up, the farmer stopped in the trail
"Well, there's my town," I told
I began to develop little stabby and turned around; he gave me
Ron,
It didn't look romantic even
feelings of guilt; I would think one of those Latin shrugs, and
but the truth is that noththen,
about that eleven cents an hour we stared at eao;:h other for a
that I was getting and I felt like moment. And then we both began ing looks tomantic from a banana
truck.
a real theif.
to laugh.
About the end of the second
week I began to SJleak out of
Exclusive Deo!ers for
town on those crazy open air
local buses and tour the jungle
KEEPSAKE RINGS in
looking for a place to move to.
Albuquerque ••.
I had all the volunteers working
for me. "Look," I'd tell them, "if
402 Central Ave., Downtown
you hear about a little village
124 Coronado Center
where big fat worms are eating
the bananas or where the calves
have strange growths on their
necks, Jet me know, will you? I
think I can help."
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By JAY ROSENBERG
The chicl{en is a noble little
beas:tie. It is cheap, nourishing,
easy to preparE!, and tastes exceedingly good. The average Impoverished Student can eat 'h of
the average fatted chicken at a
sitting. If you cook chickens, you
and your compatriots will discover that you can cook othet·
things besides casseroles. This
will prove an enlightening experience for all parties concerned.
You will increase the range of
your culinary p1·owess; your compatriots will be impressed. And
this is as enlightening an experience as you can expect from any
column. I include no recipe for
fried chiclcen, southern or otherwise, because of the following premise:
You already have a recipe for
fried chicken.
If you don't, ask your mother for
one. All fried chicken tastes
}n·etty much alike. (So shoot me!)
Your first chicken 1•ecipe is appropriately named:
PRIMOltDIAL CHICitl'>N ONE
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is proud fo be a UNM
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fo demonstrate this -
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for sororities - to establish
your sorority 'look'
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: HOW 10 PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING. !
: Please send new 20·page booklet, "How To Pldn Your Engagement • :
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Engageables
And 1 for good reasons ... like smart styling
to enhance the center diamond ... guaranteed
perfect (or replacement assured) ... a brilliant
gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime sat- "
isfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at
your Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find him }n the •
yellow pages under "Jewelers." ·
·,

sort; a Broadway Hit musical,
"Half A Sixpence"; "The Soul in
Jazz," featuring noted Negro
singer Marion Williams; the Albllquerque Symphony Orchestra;
the Youth Symphony, and ''Oklahoma," by N .M. Broadway Productions, Inc.
November's events led off with
the first 1966-67 performance of
the UNM Symphony Orchestra
last Frid11y with Itzhak Perlman,
NEW FELLOW: Dr. Ella May
Israeli violinh;t, as soloist.
Small, assistant chariman of
"Luv," a Broadway hit comedy,
the UNM department pf health,
is the first event of the UNM Prophysical education and recreagram Series, 1966-67. It is schedtion,
has been named a Fellow
uled for Nov. 22.
of
the
American School Uealth
"Odd Couple," sponsored by
Assn., an honor awarded to outthe New Mexico Opera Guild, is
standing individuals in her field.
on the calendar for Nov. 19 and
"Luther" will be performed Nov.
27 as an event of the New Mexico
Read the Want Ads
cause it is the minimum sort of Philharmonic Music Theatre.
thing one can do to chicken and
still have it taste exceedingly
good. You will need:
1 cup-UIJ frying chicken per
each two persons.
Procedure: Anoint each piece of
chicken lightly with oil. Rub each
piece of oiled chicken heavily with
salt, pepper, garlic salt, and tarl'agon. Broil fo1· about fifteen minRent Fully Equipped Cars
utes on each side, after sneakily
FREE Pick-U and Delivery
coating your broiler with aluminum foil to nullify washing pt•oblems. (If you start the chicken
with fleshy side up and skin down,
VD., NE - 255-7784
you lessen the chances of the
This Sunday:
skin burning before the meat
cooks through,)
Your Choice of Entrees
If you get tired of Primordial
Chicken One, you can always
make:
PRIMORDIAL CIUCKEN TWO
To make Primordial Chicken
Two, all you have to do is follow
the recipe for Primordial Chicken
UNM Student Special
One, substituting t·osemary for
tarrag{)n throughout. The result
All You Can Eat $1.00
tastes different, but just as good.
Everyone must eat Primordial
EVERY
Y N.\GHT FROM 7:00P.M.

rons have attended only one program, indicating that groups with
vaded interests have attended the
varied programs given during
the past month.
Opening early October with
the performances by the Utah
Symphony, the hall offered such
programs as Renaissance and
baroque music by the Deller Con-

Casseroles Discontinued;
Chicken Recipes Offered

Of The

~ou'll get

Albuquerque's largest
and Most Complete Gown

S

Applications for Who's Who
must be in by 5 J?.m., Nov. 16,
They must be presented to Miss
Elder in the Administration
Building Room 157 or to Dean

First

draft call for 27,600 men. Defense 70-pound rockets were launched
Secretary McNamara recently to an altitude of 200,000 feet to
said that the average draft call study conditions in space.
for the next four months will
number 25,000 men.
Georgia Convicts Escape
ATLANTA- A noted southern
bank robber, Jesse James Roberts, and another convict, are
the object of a massive manhunt
in the Atlanta area, They scaled
the 30-foot high walls of the
Atlanta Federal Prison last night
and fled in the rain. Officials
said the escapees apparently used
an improvised ladder.
Defense Industry Strike
WASHINGTON - The International Brotherhood of Electrical
The new season is just around the
Workers now is free to strike
corner, and there's no better way to
get set for it than with SKllNG.
Raytheon Corporation, a major
manufacturer of vital defense
The new November issue gives you
missiles. Federal mediators yesthe low-down on what the. exl)erls
really think about some of the Iead·
terday broke off contract talks
ing brands of skis ... provides inval·
between union and management
uable technique tips on the proper
after there appeared no chance
:use
'of poles ... previews the latest
of reaching agreement on a new
skiwear
styles ... shows why our girl
contract.
competitors are getting better and
Four Research Rockets To Be
better ... covers the skilng scene from
Val d' lsere' France to Heavenly Val·
Launched
ley, California in full color ... and lots
VANDENBERG AIR FORCE
more.
BASE, California The Air
Force and Navy Joined forces at
All in the November issue of
California's Vandenberg Air Base
for the simultaneous launch of
:four meterological rockets. Thl'
JUST 60¢. ASK ABOUT THE SPECIAL
HALF·PRICE STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
RATE-AVAILABLE THROUGH
COLLEGE BOOKSTORES.

'"{:s: FORMALS
'"{:s: SEMI·FORMALS
-{;r COCKTAIL DRE:SSES

• Wh

More than 20,000 New Mexico
residents and their guests have
attended 15 major performances
in the recently opened Concert
Hall.
William J. Martin, concert hall
director, in sizing up the hall's
first month noted several astound"
ing facts about the audiences,
About 75 per cent of the pat-

NEW! NEW! NEWI STYLES AND FASHIONS
WILL START ARRIVING NEXT WEEK
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Letters
Letten ·~ welcome, and 1hoold
be nu lonjler than 260 worcll,
typewritten, double spaeed. Name,
telephone number and •ddrtiO
muat be lnoluded, althoUKh nam•
will be withheld upon l'f!llU..t.

ATTACKS SCRMIDTS
POSITION
Editor
Dear Sir:
I see my liberal friends are at
it again, waving high the banner
of ;freedom and righteousness
while attempting to chain the
student with their idea of proper
moral positions on Selective
Sflrvice 1111d the VietNam conflict
-opps, sorry, I wa:m't supposed
to mention that last item. In particulllr I am referring to a reported resolution submitted by
Prof. Schmidt. If you don't mind,
I will ignore the handwaving
whereas's and comment on the
resolution itself.
:1.. The action called for in this
resolution is an unbelievably
callou$ invasion of the rights
of the individu11l student. In
effect the resolution states that
the student's record can be sent
only to those people or organizations which meet the approval o:f the faculty. At the moment this includes prespective
employers, the student's mother, The John Birch Society,
the A.A.U.P., and the John F.
Kennedy Fellowship Committee. At the moment it would
exclude only one group, a legal
branch o:f the government
called the Selective Service.
But if the faculty has the
right to eliminate one group,
it can eliminate any group
that suits its political whimsy.
Just whose record is it, anyway-the student's or the
:faculty's?
2. It is interesting to observe
faculty members, almost all
of whom are exempt from the
draft, trying to deprive the
·poor student o:f his legal right
to apply for a draft deferment.
3. In addition to interfering
with student rights, the :reso• 1ution also attempts to deprive
"""the faculty member of his right
to :furnish references when requested by a student, At least
those of us on the faculty with
tenure will defy anyone who
tries to tell us that we cannot
write references. I am sure
that the A.A,U.P. (national)
would back us up.
And maybe even the A.C.L.U.
would go to bat for the student.
. The second part o:f the resolution is insulting in its implications. The only -people I
know of (though by news reports) who may have been
attempting to brainwash students with respect to the draft
are some whl> have encouraged
the student to defy the draft
laws, burn his draft card, and
otherwise interfere with the
Selective Service operations.
to encourage a person to obey
And since when it is immoral
the law and to apply for benefits under the law?
A. H. Koschmann
FACTS WITliHELD
Dear Editor:
Another case has been added
to the long list of situations in
South Viet N11m where the Johnson administration has :not given
the American people the full and
true facts. The latest case is the
much publicized "Free Election"
held recently in South Viet Nam.
Marshall Windmiller, associate
professor of international relations at California State Univer•
o11ity, was in South Viet Nam before and 11fter the election. He
describes the situ11tion in the
November issue of Ramparts
magazine.
Briefly Windmiller says: 1)
all qualified voters are registered
as friendly to the. Ky govern•
ment; 2) no neutralists or Communists are registered; 3) registered voters have a card which
is punched when they vote; 4) if
a registered voter fails to vote his
motive would be questioned: 5) it
was rumored that registration
cards would be used for rationing
or travel passes6) the Ky regime ran the show and counted
the ballots; 7) the newly elected
eonstituent assembly is to draft a
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NEW COMMITTEE QUESTIONED
STUDENT SENATE has created a five-member student
cotnmittee to ascertain the opinion of the student body on
the draft by the use of questionaires and forums.
But two things about this committee bother the LOBO.
It was hailed by Senate as an attempt to involve student
government in vital issues that concern students; and while
we applaud the committee's formation as a step in the right
direction, we question whether it is really a sincere effort.
The first striking defect of the bill which created the committee is a definite lack of purpose. According to the bill,
"after sufficient investigation the committee shall present
any resolutions on the United States Selective Service laws
it feels necessary," That's not saying a whole lot.
APPARENTLY the decision to do anything at all about
the Selective Service System rests solely with committee.
It isn't even required to submit a report of its findings to
Senate. And if the committee decides something should be
done, it is limited to presenting "resolutions . . . it feels
necessary."
It seems to us that the committee should have been organized for a more specific purpose. Presently, it just doesn't
appear to have much of a reason for existing.
Perhaps it would have been wiser for Senate to demonstrate a stronger intet·est by requiring the committee toreport its findings to Senate for possible legislative action. Or
Senate should have empowered the committee to recommend
specific legislation.
But the possibilities for the committee don't end there.
It could be an agency for distributing material on selective
service to students. It could provide speakers or counselors
to inform students and advise them on their own particular
problems.
THE INFORMATION could have also been utilized by
student government to insure students a role in the ap~
preaching faculty consideration on the draft resolutions next
Tuesday. The faculty would be forced to listen if the results
of the committee's survey revealed a student mandate.
The second questionable item about the committee is its
membership and how it will be chosen. The committee eon~
sists of one Senator and four other student members. This
is an honorable attempt by student government to involve
students in student government and in an issue that demands
their immediate attention.
But because of the urgency of the selective service issue
on campus, we feel it would have been wiser for the committee to be made up entirely of Senators. The major drawback
of student members on any student government committee
is the red tape and the time consumed in finding students
who will volunteer to serve on them.
SO WITHOUT the proper guidelines, authority, or mern~
bership; the LOBO does not expect to bear any more of the
Selective Service Committee this year or, perhaps, ever.
-Jim Jansson

Banquet Date Is Set By Veterans' Group
The Student Veterans Association's Veterans' Day Banquet will
be held at Tiff11ny's in Cerrillos on
No'lt. 12, and will feature a speech
by Dr. Rothenberg of the UNM
history department. The poker
party is scheduled for Nov. 26.
'I'he next SVA meeting will be
Dec. 4 and will :feature a speech
on "New Mexico Art and Arehi~
tecture" b1 Dr. Bainbridge Bunting of the art department.
The Veterans met Nov. 6 to
hear a speech by Rod Doll, local
AAA director, who discussed the
,Justice of the Peace system. In
new constitution, the draft of
which was already prepared by
the Saigon regime on June 19,
1966; 8) the present governtnent
can amend such a new constitution
by a vote of one-third o:f the
votes plus oM.
If this sort of an election car.
be c1assified as ''free'' we Ameri·
cans do not understand the meaning of the word.
William lt. Burrtett

other recent activities, SVA memhers took retarded and handicapped children for a ride on the
Sandia •rramway, and also collected 25 gift bags to send to GI's
overseas,

Author Will Speak
To Newman Group
The author of "God on the
Secular d11mpus," a book based
on happenings at the Newman
Center at UNM, will speak at a
banquet here Tuesday night when
local members of the Order of
Dominicans tnark the '750th anniversary of the order1s :founding.
Father Richard Butler, former
director of the UNM Aquinas
Newmart Center, and author of
the book will speak in the Desert
RMm of the Union at '1 p.m. His
subject will be "Dotninicans and
the Newman Apostolate."
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Private Drab Piclc.s
Hi$ Baltlegrouncl
By ARTHUR IIOPPE
San Frl].rtcis<o Clmmlc/e

''Well Drab" said C11ptain Buck Ace, permitting himself a fatherly
smile "did the' President's visit m11ke you feel better?"
"W~ll sir" s11id Private Oliver Drab, 378-18-4454, who was squatting in •the 'mud. and thoughtfully serat ch'mg a sore on h.1s ankle, "I
.
don't feel any worse."
The Captain frowned. "I hope you read where he sa1d .a~terward
that you were the ftower of our manhood and you were g1vmg your
· · ,,
.
all to fight Communism."
''Yes, sir, I read that story," said Private Dra~·;: Only I thmk he
.
. · •· .
.
,
was de11d wrong. No offense."
"Wrong?" said the Captain, "Wrong ~bout ~ghtmg Commu.msm?
"Oh not that sir. I mean when he sa1d, 'It ts better to do 1t there
(meanfng here)' than in Hopolulu.' Right o~;, I s,a!<! to my~elf, 'He's
wrong. No offense. It'd be bt;~ter in Ronolufu.
. ,"
1."'·~·

•

•

•

'

.

.

.

""'"

"In Honolulu!" The Captain put his hiiPdit Oll'his nips 'and eyed the
private suspiciously, "what are you talking about, soldier?"
"Well sir the climate for one thing. This may be a nice p1aee w
visit, bu't I .;ou1dn't want to fight a war here. It's too hot. Either that
or it's raining. Then hel'e's all his muck and boondocks • • .''
"Dr11b, Honolulu's an American city."
"Right sir. There's a lot more to do off duty. I remember, when we
.
came thr~ugh, there was this little place on ~anal street .. :"
"What the President meant," said Captam Ace, mustermg h1s patience, "is that American civilians don't want to be subjected to the
horrors of war.''
"And they're right, too, sir. The natives here feel the same way. But
I think the President forgot Ronlulu's on an island. We could really
keep out infiltrlltors and stuff. And then it's only a couple of thousand
miles from home. We'd get our mail a lot faster and with two weeka'
leave •• .''
"Now look here, Drab. I doubt there's more th11.n a handful of Com-·
munists in 1111 of Honolulu."
~-"Gosh, sir, I hadn't thought of th11t,'' said the Private enthusiastic.
ally. "It'd sure better the odds. Why, we could win 11 war there in no
time.''
"Damn it, Drab," snapped Captain Ace. "You can't pick where you
want to fight Communists.''
"Oh, I know that, sir. But the Pre$ident can, can't he? I mean
there's Communists all over the world. Like take the south of France,
sir. I read in a magazine where it's real lovely there this time of year.''
"The flower of our manhood," said Captain Ace with a weary sigh.
"And I get all the nuts."

* • •

"Well, I still think the President's wrong," said Private Drab later
to his friend, Corporal Partz, as they huddled under a poncho. ''Would
you rather fight a war here or would you rather ;fight a war in
Honolulu?"
"To tell the truth," said Corporal Parlz, spitting out a soggy cigarette butt, "I'd rather not.''

CU Coed Battles
To Change Grade
BOULDER, Colo. (CPS) ~
University of Colorado coed Jacalyn Dielfenderfer's transcript
may always record an unwanted
"F" if the University succeeds in
its latest strategy to block her
legal suit demanding a grade
change.
Miss Dielfenderfer received the
grade this summer for allegedly
chMting on an examination. Because a University Disciplinary
Committee considered the case
and did not find her guilty, she
m11intains that the school is unlawfully withholding the "B" she
otherwise would have received.
Will Ask Dismissal
University law counsel John P.
Holloway said Oct. 25 that he
will ask the eourt to dismiss the
case because it does not fall
within its jurisdiction. If the
dismissal is refused, Holloway
said that he will then argue the
case on its own merits.
The court may possibly dismiss
the suits against sotne o:f the de·
fendants but not against others.
"Really, the only party involved
in this thing is the professor,''
Holloway added.
Defendants Listed
The actual de:fend11nts in the
case are University President
Joseph R. Smiley, Arts and Sci~
cnces De11n William E). Briggs,
Admissions and Records Dean
David 13. Muirhead, Registrar
William A. Douglas, and the instructor, Kaye Bache.
Holloway said Miss Dietfender:fer's lawyer is nrguing her
suit on the grounds tbat the defendants ha'lle infringed upon her
life, liberty and property right!!.
Since the "F" she reeeived fol'
supposed cheating on a final exam
cannot be considet·ed a violation
of her life or liberty, he said, her
counsel must consider it a prop.
erty right.

The five points on which the defendants are requesting dismissal
of the case are:
1. that the complaint fails to
state a claim upon which relief
can be granted (that a grade is
not a property, right) ;
2. that tlie court does not have
jurisdiction over the subject
tnatter (that is, that the court
has no -right to determine
grades within a university) ;
3. that the court lacks jurisdiction and is without power to
grant relief requested (that is,
even ii Miss Dieffenderfer were
innocent o:f cheating, the court
has no power to give her the
specific grade of "B'' which she
is requesting) ;
4. that the complaint does not
present a ju!itif\able controversy (a legal point closely related
to points (1) and (3);
5. and that the action was premature.
The last point, Hotloway said,
is especially important because of
the possibility that Miss Dieffenderier's case ma1 yet be returned
to the University Disciplinary
Committee (UDC) for a full
tri11l.
Action Postponed
Though the cotnmittee took no
action on her case at a June 9
hearing, this .is simply an indi·
cation of insufficient evidence, he
said. At the time, Miss Bache
was in Europe, and unable to
present bet• side of the cil!!e.
If the court fails to grant llolloway's dismissal motion, he will
be given from 20 to 30 days to
prepare a defense of the case on
its own merits. At this time, he
says, the College of Arts and
Scien~:cs nnd Miss J3aebe tnight
appeal the UDC decision to the
Adtninh;trati'lle Council,

'1: don't know what you Indians are up to in there
but I don't lak it."

Staffers Powerful

Senators Unlit
To Play LOBOS
(Continued from page 1)
land, center. (he got the name
from "Bear" Bryant at Alabama
when he had to kick Chuck off the
teain for killing a Cajun.) Bob
Cuneo, a former wanted man who
was big in Chicago, (with the
Bears). Chuck (race) Reynolds,
end; (Chuck got his nikname
:from the 100 dash he won against
Bob Hayes). Chuck (rock) Lanier, back; (Everyone knows that
someone from Roswell is pure
mean, Lanier is). Bob (lens) Pawley, back & end; (He even surprised us be's so tough). Jelf
(little man) Dennard, back;
(Don't ever under-estimate the
power of a litUe man). Brian
(clutch)· Leo, end; Brian is also
well known as a woman killerhe killed a seven :foot Amazon last
week. Dave (grave digger) nuran,
back,; he got the njlme in high
school after burying a few opponents on the football field.
The senators are still smarting
from the 12·12 defeat they suffered at the hands of the LOBO
staff last year and we hope they
will make a better showing this
time.
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Senote Considers
Voting Mochines

l-lorn Asks Finance Change
A possible approach to the
handling of money bills was pre•
sented to Student Senate lalilt
night by Senator Tom Horn,
chairman of the Student Finance
Committee,
Horn s;:~id that student government at present allocates over
$200,000 a year to different programs, organizatiom; 11nd individuals, a11d added that the criteria
used for allocation is nQ longer
adequate tQ meet the demands of
the University. ''It ia time that
we seriously re-elevate the reasons for money allocation," he
said.
Horn stated that the problem is,
"What do the students want?" He
feels the answer is more all-school
entertainment events, big-name
speakers, and better cultur11l
events.
The success o:f Homecoming
demonstrated this fact. The
Kingl!ton Trio ~:oncerto was sold
out, in spite of the fact that it was
held on a week night and the
dances held both Friday and Saturday nights were very well attended.
The students also want more
big name speakers, Horn llaid.
This was proven when the speech
by George Lincoln Rockwell packed the Anthropology Lecture Hall
with over 600 students. James
Farmer, the founder of CORE,
also drew several large crowds

when he was at UNM,
In addition, Rorn said, the students want better cultural events,
Last Friday, the Concert Hall was
almost filled to capacity to he11r
violini&t Itzhak Perlman, in spite
of the. Homecoming Dance conflict. The UNM ticket office was
the first ticket office in Albuquerque to sell out :for the Van Cliburn concert next Satu;rd11y.
"This is what :;tudents want,"
Horn said. "What can we give
them? lt is time that we re-evaluate our attitudes toward the distribution of money.''
Horn said that of primary itnportance should be the number of
students involved. "We are receiving money from all of them;
let's try to do something for aJI
of them.'' The second feature that

should be looked at, Horn feels,
is the educational nature o:l; the
prQgram. Special interest groups
should be consinered last.
''I sincerely hope that the Senate will l'e-evaluate its position
and take this position," Horn
said,

Geography Club
All persons interested in forming a geography club are urged
to attend an organi:tational meeting in room 231-A o;f the Union,
Monday, Nov. 14 at 7:30 p.m.

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

RENTS TUXEDOS
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
ENTIRE OUTFIT $10.00
Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Su~panders,
Handkerchief, Studs, Cufflinks, Tie and
Boutonniere.
FIRST AND GOLP

(Continued from page 1)
joint program :with the English
Department, to bring Quest poets
to campus.
Administrative legislative assistant Lenna Joseph presented
proposed changes in the Associated Students Constitution which
have been worked out between the
students and the :faculty.
Miss Joseph said that the
changes were necessary to "make
the constitution ~arallel with the
Faculty Constitution.'' These
changes would alter the n11n1ber
of personnel on joint executive
committees.
Specify Purposes
Other changes would specify
the purposes and functions of
the committee as agreed to by
both faeult yand students. The
issue of allowing ex-officio members of these executive committies. to vote will be solved later.
Under the Student Senate interpretation ex-officio members
are allowed to vote, but according
W faculty interpretation they are
not. Committees affected by this
issue are the Student PublicaGlasses Found
A pair of lost glasses is await- tions Board, Radio Board, Union
ing its owner at the College of Board, Cultural Committee, and
Pharmacy. The gl11sses were the Student Affairs Committee.
found on the porch of the PharRead the Want Ads
macy Building.

DIAl 247·4347

IT'S
OPEN!

IT'S
NEW!

if she doesn't give it to you •••
-get it yourself!

JADE EAst.·
·---

~~

"The LITTLE PIZZA PLACE"

2310 CENTRAL SE
Across from UNM Concert Hall and Vale Park

FREE DELIVERY
IN UNIVERSITY AREA

247-8777
OPEN II A.M. UNTIL ?
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Music Professor
To Conduct Clinic
c~l966

James L, Whitlow, UNM music
faculty member since 1954, will
be in Minot, N.D., Nov. 19 as a
trumpet clinician and band soloist.
He will work with high school
brass players hom all parts of
North Dakota as a guest of Minot
State College. This trip i::; one of
many taken each year by Pt·of.
Whitlow answering ~·equests fo1•
his appearance as guest soloist
and instructor.

Gant Shirtmakers

Listen to KUNM

7

SDS Meeting
A SI>ecial meeting of Students
for a Democratic Society will be
held Friday at 12 noon in room
231E of the Union. The meeting
has been called to draft a rcsoluton proposing a student referendum on the draft question, All
students concerned with the draft
issue are urged to attend.

United Nations
The University Association on
the United Nations will meet
Sunday, Nov. 18, at 2 p.m. in the
Union. All interested in attending
the Model United Nations nre
urged to attend.
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BY ORANGE BLOSSOM

(:'\8)American ,Gem
~
Sociely
2312 CENTRAL SE-ACROSS FROM UNM CONC.ERT HALL .

•

I

. i

r" "•'" to find UNM's best-dressed girl gets underway as members of Theta Sigma Phi,
women's journalism honorary sponsoring the contest on campus, check over contest information and
ponder what the winner will be like. Seated left to right are Tish Granger, president of 1he univer·
sity chapter; Chris Duewa, contest chairman; and Eileen Tallmadge, publicity chairman,

DRIVE-IN
4330 Lomas NE

Phone 255-4248

Conservative Forum
Views· Rhodesia Film
:..•...

Great Show: color-framed stripes spread wider apart

-.... exclusively BANT.
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6/en ·striped Oxford:- a more subtle expression in stripings

.
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~

achieved by framing stripe-edges with a second color and spreading
them wider apart. Gants inimitable way of giving elani in a gentlemanly manner;
to a button-down cotton oxford. In gold stripes with blue framing/
green or blue stripes with pumpkin framing,· all on wheat ground.
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By LYNN MILLER
Rhodesia militarily. He claimed
A film made from a ptess re- that the English people had been
le~tse of Rhodesian Prime Minis- led into a position in which they
ter Ian Smith was shown at the had no desire to be. Wilson was
meeting of Conservative Forum accused of being unfit to judge
last night in the Union.
Rhodesian affairs and to make deThe press release was made cisions that would greatly affect
shortly after Britain began its that nation.
economic sanctions .against RhoTells Others to Stay Out
desia last year. In the film Smith
Smith said that Britain and the
explained the Rhodesian point of other nations of the world sho"ld
view in the situation. He said
'""
British Prime Minister Wilson mind their own business and let
had worked himself into a comer Rhodesians go about their own
over the Rhodesian question.
affairs. The Communist takeovers
Charges Measures "Punitive"
in Ghana and Tanzania were
Smith charged that Wilson was blamed on British policy in Africa .
acting punitively and vindicitively
Wilson was asked by Smith if
against Rhodesia, even though lte he was a Communist fellow
(Wilson) had said that sanctions traveler. Smith said he asked this
~gai~s~ Rhod~si~~; .'~oul~ not be . , because Wilson was trading with
pumttve or vmd!clbVe.
Cuba, North Viet Nam, and aid·
Smith expressed confidence Jng north African nutions such
that Britain ·would. not, attack as Ghana.

Join the Swinging World
of Yamaha
Go with the

In tapered Hugger body. About $7.50 at discerning stores.

"in" crowd on a
TWIN JET 100
The only twin
in the 1OOcc class
InclUding competltlon·bred Oil
Injection System that eliminates
messY gaS•oll ml~l~g. Low, low
down paymonts, monthly payments to fit any budget.

Sole/ at: STROMBERG'S-{Oowntown • Winrock • Nob Hill}

BOBBY J'S MOTORCYCLE SALES
6316 Domingo Rd., N.E.

'

.

What a way to go! You and a Twin Jet 100 make
an exciting twosome in any circle: 2 cylinders, 2
tarbs, 2 chrome exhaust pipes. With an effortless
constant mesh 4·speed gear box. At a price too
good to pass up. See it and a eyelet's dozen at

Ph. 255-0237
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ForTih; Promotes International Center

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Lobo Cross-Country Team ASU Bound
This weekend will see the Wolfpack cross-country ~am going
to Tempe, Ariz., to defend its
Western Athletic Conference title
which it captured in 1965, Last
year the team completely dominated the conference meet by placing fou~· boys in the top five
finishers.
George Scott, Adrian DeWindt,
and Pete DiOrio, the lone survivors :from last year's squad,
make up the nucleus of the present team. The :remainder of the
team is made up of Pat Cox,
Mike Thorton, Bob Nanninga, and
Web Loudat. Cox is the only one

from this foursome with any appreciable past experience in the
sport. For the last two years
Cox had bounced in and out of
Lobo cross-country more or less
like a "super-ball.''
Hackett Sees Good Performance
Coach Hackett and a few boys
on the harrier squad seem to
think they've a good chance at
this year's penant. This is because they placed unexpectedly
in the Colorado Invitation:~! two
weeks ago. In a press confet·ence
Coach Hackett said the present
team, though not as experienced
as last year's may well be one of

the best in the Southwest.
George Scott, last year's individual champion, will b!! out to
defend his title against :fastimproving Lou Scott from Arizona State. George has been putting in around 100 miles a week
since the first of June in preparation for this meet. Scott easily
drubbed George in their last encounter, but this ean largely be
attributed to a state of monumental ~hock which overtook
George directly before the race.
It -seems "Baldy" Castillo, the
Arizona State coach, in anticipation of George set up the run-

'

By TOM GARCIA
Informal Discussions ·
The need for an International
The meeting was scheduled as
Ceriter on campus was expres:;;ed an informal discussion with the
in an open forum of the Inter. : idea of getting students involved
national Club yesterday 'in the with the idea in hopes that with
Kiva.
enough student response the
International Club president, group may be $Uccessful in get- ·
John Baka13 expressed his desire ;ting administrative help; Bakas
·
for an International Center on i!aid.
this campus. "I am interested and
Present at the meeting were the.
enthusiastic about the establish- Chairman of the National-Interment · of such a center," l'l&id national Affairs Committee of
Bakas, and I am convinced there Studeht Senate, Dean of the Gradis a basic need for such a center.'' uate School, and the foreign stu-

ning course in what looked like year in cross country but seems
to Jack something in the final
the }ower world.
analysis. Some fans attribute this
Site Js "Unbelievable"
to the lack of water jumps in the
Mother Nature must have had cros:s country courses which Web
a bad day when she created this is accustomed to in his specialty,
vast wilderness which the Tempe the steeplechase.
residents jovially call Papago
Mike Thorton and Pat Cox are
Park. This sordid ~ite along with
two half-milers who are having
Lou's supposed indifference to the · a bit of trouble converting over
environment was too much for to . the four-mile cross country
George to bear in one day, though racl!. Both runners, however, are
he gave it a valiant effort up imporving rapidly and may mean
until he galloped into some fast- the vital difference in the final
sinking quicksand.
meet resutls. ·• ··
Coach Castillo, seeing the results of the :~:ace, decided to hold
the WAC championship· meet at
Papago Park. George is not one
to be outdone, however;' hnd ne
has spent the,..,lru;~ two•""l'l~kB in·, ,:~
preparation for 'tliis'"all-impotiant·· · ·
race. He's collected an assortment of equipment :from hee1
protectors to pliet·s for pulling
out cactus needles and is practicing on the most hellacious country
possible.
DeWindt Up for M;eet
Adrian DeWindt, tbe number· :
two man on the team, has been ·
hampered the past few weeks b7
a cold which he caught running
in ten inches of snow against
the Air Fo:~:ce Academy, but he
is now ready to do a fine job in
the Conference meet. He is rated
as one of the best distance men
in the Conference and will more
than likely take over George
Scott's place after he graduates
this year.
Pete DiOrio and Bob Nanninga are two good distance men
who can, if so motivated, break
into the top ten places at conference.
Web Loudat had done well this

dent adviaor. Freydoon Rassouli,
fifth-year archi~ctural student
from Iran, presen~d some sketches on a proposed building for an
International Center.
Many l~oreign Students
Bakas emphasized that the principle obje(,ltive concerned in having auch a renter is that at present UNM has 400 foreign students reptesenti.ng over 70. different countries.
He added that last year's In-
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DRY CLEANING

***
* * * * * *
Wildcat Harriers Favored
Although the Ari~ona Wildcats wee edge to the Sun Devils. It
have been tabbed by coaches as should be close anyway.
:favorites to win the Western
Lobos Rated Second
Athletic Conference cross-country
According
to the coaches' poll,
championships at Tempe Saturdefending champion New Mexico
day, Arizona State looms as a
serious darkhorse candidate for was barely rated second over
the crown.
Arizona State and Wyoming, tied
In a poll of coaches, the Cats fo1: third ranking.
were given a strong nod, but a
According to bel!t times re•
comparison of best times reported
ported, the Wildcats and the
:for individual runners gives a
Sun Devils each could have three
or four runners in the first dozen
finishers over the four·mile
course. Despite best times reported, however, some of the
Lobos, including defending chamTwo film classics, one foreign pion George Scott, are capable of
and one Ameriean, will show this
week at the Union Theater.
Scheduled tomorrow is the' In·
dian film "Devi" for two show·
ings, 7 and 9:30 p.m. "The Best
Years of Our Lh1es" will star
Frederic March and Myrna Loy
at the same times Friday.

Two Film Classics
To Show In Union

better performance and may
spring a surprise. A good Wyoming team will make a strong
bid for third place.
BYU Freshmen Out
Although the 1965 runner up,
Brigham Young, has several fine
yearling runners, freshmen will
not compete this year, Coach
Sherald James reported.
Best times of runners this season, reported by coaches, have
been posted by Louis Scott, Arirz:ona State; Mike Gregario, Wyoming; Scott Bringhurst, Utah;
and Art Brooks, Ari~ona..

WANT ADS

SERVlCES
TYPEWRITER Ales 6 repair. Spec"j;j
rates to UNII atudionta on aU moaeblru!ll.
Frfe plekup i: dellvei'J'. E A E Tni.,..
writ« Sel'\'iee, 2217 COli SE, pnone '2UO&S8.
FOR BALE

TUXEDO, size 38, all ""'"'saorlell~
Full d-. (white tie & tall!!). Llki! new.
Make olter. 1619 Glorieta NE, 21lB•Z706,
11/9, 10, 11.
1962. POIISCHE 1600 Super, l'O&dster, ex•
~Uent .condition, Cf-11 Jaek Nelson, 277•
4136 •Cternoons, or Inquire at 216 Prlnca.
ton SE No. 2 (In back) •£ter 8 :00 p.m.
11/9. 10, 11.

MORE THAN 50 students attended the debate on U.S. involvement in VietNam held last night in the
Union by UNM Students Against the War in Viet Nnm. Conflicting views were voiced by those attending the debate and both pro-war and anti-war elements were represented at the meeting. (LOBO
Photo by Pawley.)

I

Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

~
I

I

By BOB S'l'OREY
Emphasis on educational re~
form of the University and in·
creased student awareness could
become a goal of Student Senate,
Associated Students Vi(le President Jim McAdams, told the
LOBO last night. McAdams said
he supports plans outlined by
ASUNM President Dan Pennison for changes. to be made in the
educational environment of UNM.
Asks. Honoraries' Cooperation
McAdams said he thought tbat
members of the departmental
honoraries could make constructive suggestions toward changes
in curriculum and teaching methods.
Projects such as the Students
for a Democratic Society ~acher
evaluation booklet released this
semester were a step in this direcfeels the program should be more
complete in its coverage and bet-·
ter o:~:ganized. He also feels that

some of the comments made about
tion, McAdams said.
Pass-Faills Possibility
Other reforms McAdams feels
should be seriously investigated
are the use of 24 hours of passfail course grades, particularly on
the freshman level. "I think that
this would give us a chance to
experiment with the idea of pass-

Moviegoing Gets Credit
At New York University
BUFFALO, N.Y. (CPS)-At
least one tlaas at the State Uni•
versity of New York at Buffalo
is going to the movies and getting credit for it.
Such pleasurable scholarly in-

It's fl()t so much a shirt ••• it's a way of life.
Van Heusen tailors shirts and sportswear
for nten to live in. Like this lively button·down
in permanently pressed Vanopress•••
just one of a coUection of $Oiids, stripes
and patterns. Notice the authentic styling,
the aggressive V·taper •••
the unmistakeable look of a leader.

''417"
The shirt collection that has all the action
this fall is Van Heusen "417".
Its special V-taper fitaccents a man's build
and shOws he refuses to be taken casually.
There's no mistaking the crisp, neat cut
of the button·down or snap-tab collars
which spell the truest traditional fashion.
Choose from our wide selection of
solids, stripes and patterns.
Many ln permanently pressed Vanopress.

uUandeQQ's

fer tJt•t •tlfletit 111.-eH•I...

~Cet~r

the influential toiletry
collection. It's not just a
scent, it's a sense of

well· being!

VAN HEUSEN•
, ••••• , . , tleillll

ing and failing grades," he said.
McAdams said he also supports
a plan proposed by Dennison to
hold a dead week at the end of
each semester. "I think that this
idea would be a benefit to both
students and faculty.... he said.
McAdams said that Senate's
formation of a Selective Service
Committee represents a first step

Study Films

T.II.Vf!I.S Jtllf£1tf! Till! A.CJI18N 1St

VA.N HEUSEN'

By CHUCK REYNOLDS
Last night's organizational
meeting for Students Against the
War in Viet Nam saw a call for
activism by the new group's president, Roy Swanson. About 50
persons filled a Union meeting
room at the gathering.
Swanson said one of the main
problems concerning the willingness of students to join groups
showing a dissatisfaction with the
war is that they don't wish to embrace the stands on other issues
proclaimed by these groups. He
added that all students against the
war for any reason are invited
to join the group.
Is Six-Year Veteran
Swanson prefaced his :~:emarks
by explaining that he is a sixyear -veteran 1>f military service.
''1 say this in orde1: to get across
the point that not aU who are dissatisfied with the war have no

McAdams Seeks Educational Reform

\'llN IIEIJSEN "417"

RIDE wanted to Dallas or 'lielnlb' (en
route to Atlanta) befor.. Nov. 22. Need
round trip or one wa,v. WUJ •buol ex·
l!eJIUS and driving. CaD 26~-U59 before
8 a.m.
11/-l, 7, 9, 10.

PERSONALS.
WOULD persona who hit brown Mustang
In right rear fender at .Johnaon G:vm
puking lot Thurl!da,v night, 8:00.10100
p.m. pfeaae call 298-0101, ..k tor lArrY.
11/7, 9, 10, 11.

When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all
there• •. here's how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-habit-forming.

j

call 2.c3-5671 todoyt

(Continued on page 6)

Aims at Activism

----

Clean clothes • - •
••• last longer!

would also house facHities fo1: International lltudents, Bakas also
said it would be a place where
languages not offered in the University curriculum such as Persian, Greek, Arabic, and Indian
dialects would be taught.
House Offices
The tenter would also bouse
the' office of the foreign student
advisor. This office handles aca.
demic and other problems of for~
eign students.
Bakas said he could give many
reasons why an international C(lftter should be established.
He stressed the fact that tl>.e
center was not to be strictly :for
foreign students. This would be
a place where both American and

New UNM Group

Vol. 70

When You Must Keep Alert

UNM'S CROSS COUNTRY TEAM-Picked by a WAC coaches' poll to tome in second in the conference meet-is composed of (from left): front row-Pat Cox, Coach Hugh Hackett, track and cross
countrY coach whose last year's team won the championship, and Pete DeWindt. Back row-Mike
Thornton, Bob Nanninga, George Scott, Web Loudat, and Pete DiOrio, (LOBO Photo by Pawley.)

ternational Festival had a good
response, with 800 students present for a two-hour show. A few
weeks ago the group had the Jn.
ternationlll .Dinner with 425 p~o
ple preaent.
Strong Support
"Taking all thi11 into co.nsideration, Bakas said, we must agree
that the foreign student contribution to the academic and cllltural life here at UNM has been
tremendous," Bakas said. "Because of this the establishment of
an International Center seems
feas\ble.''
In· describing the proposed International Center, Bakas said
the center's main purpose would
be to provide nn agency for bringing foreign :students together with
American students. The center

LARRY CLEVENGEtt, sophomore, helps Jefl'an Yell, freshman,
as she registers for the Free Univeraity course in the "God is
Dead" theology. This is one of several courses offered by the Free
Uni-versity this Bemcster. Registration will continue tCJday at the
Union for interested studeltts. (LOBO Photo by Pawley.)

roads into the medium are part
of a recently in;;tituted course in
"The Feature Film." The class
was the first to fill up on regis·
tration day.
The Wednesday afternoon film
lab, which has brought such
movie classics as D. W. Griffith's
"In toletance," "The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari," and seve:~:al Charlie
Chaplin shorts to the campus, is
supplemented by intensive study
and discussion of the historical
and technical aspects of films.
· Began With Old Films
"We began with a study of
primitive films such as 'The G:~:eat
'l'rain Robbery'," said Thomas W.
Benson, instructor in drama and
speech who teaches the course.
"We are primarily trying to
show on campus films the students are not likely to see else·
where."
Each lab is preceded by a class
session at which Benson describes
how the film to be viewed is rei>•
resentative of its time, its outstanding features, and various
critical appraisals of the film.
The second of the two class meet•
ings which are held each week
follows the lab and is reserved
for class discussion,

toward student awareness. "I
think that before you ean .have an
awa:~:e student body you have to
get educationally motivated," he
said.
Reforms in the educational
process will accomplish part of
this motivation, McAdams said.
A de-emphasis on lecture
classes with a corresponding increase in discussion classes, seminars and research classes will
motivate as well as edueate the
student, McAdams said. Programs such as the Free University and the National and In•
~rnational Forum are also a contribution to the education of the
student, he said.·

military experience," he said. He
said he was not against all wa:~:.
He added that his experience included three years in unde:~:water
demolition and two years as a
parachutist. "If that's considered
cowat·dice, I don't know what
courage is," he said.
One of the primary pu:~:poses
of the group will be to invit~
speakers and to provide informative literature to clarify the eonfused issue of U.S. involvement
in Viet Nam, Swanson said. He
said speaking invitations will be
sent to Joan Baez, Donald Duncan (Special Forces veteran who
has come out against the war),
and others who they !eel could
contribute to the students' information about the wa:~:.
Group Activity-Oriented
Swanson <!mphasized the fact
that the organization will be activity-oriented .rather than a forum for discussion. He pointed o~

that Republican gains in the .recent elections might help bring
about an actual territorial invasion of North Viet Nam and
that "China is Committed to
North VietNam, and that may be
the next battle, who knows?'' He
added that "We must be an active
group. The French students
stopped the war in Algel:ia. It's
not that students can't do anything."
Swanson mentioned that the
group hopes to become connec~d
with the National Coordinating
Commit~e Against the War in
VietNam to keep up with all anti•
wa1: groups' acti-vities.
The group has fifteen days to
write a constitution and apply
for a charter-, and Swanson asked
for volunteers to help write one
that will meet the chartering qual~
ifications.

Last Chance

LOBO
Football Contest
WIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
AR't THEATER
N. M. State
New Mexico
Utah
BYU
Wyoming
Texas Western~--Arizona
Washington St. - - Al·izona St.
Oregon
Total points UNM vs. NM State
COntest rules
1. Contest is' open to 1JNM students only.
~- Only ONE <!ntry wlll be aecepted fr6m ~ach contestant and Every game
mUst be picked.
3. Contestants must 1>iek rota! !>oint. <m UNlll geJrte and in ease ot a tle
the cont.,;tartt coming elmu!lit wiD be declared the winner.
4. Entries must be received at the Lobo office by 6 p.m. Friday.
6. l!o m~mber of Student Pub!lcat.ions is eligible for prizes.
6. Winner will receive Cour tlekets for the football seiiSon to D~n Pancho's
Theater.
7. Entries will be judged by the Lol>o sparts stall'.
8 In C8!1e of ties the priteB mil be dlvlded lllnOnl!' the winners.
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